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Introduction

 Wham! - Superheroes are Hard!
 Bam! - Superheroes are Tough!
 Thank You Ma'am - Superheroes are Polite!

I'm not a particular fan of Superhero comics, although I used to read them as a kid, but I thoroughly enjoy watching Superhero films 
and TV series. However, whenever I've played Superhero roleplaying games, I've always found the rules wanting in several ways. 
Most of them have been very complicated, slow moving or more interested in optimising abilities. Super World used BRP and special 
abilities but didn't really work, Champions was hideously complicated and I can't remember the other three or four systems I used or 
played in. 

Why HeroQuest?

When I started using HeroQuest, I almost immediately thought that this would be a fantastic in a Superhero setting. Why? I hear you 
ask. Well, HeroQuest has several advantages:

1. It is completely scalable and doesn't fall down at extreme levels
2. It provides abilities that can be used very freely, so someone could use Super Speed to counter a Death Ray
3. It is very descriptive and can cope with pretty much all super powers

Unfortunately, HeroQuest has a lot of bloat and its simplicity is hidden by far too many exceptions and rules deviations. Most of these 
are due to its use in Glorantha, which although a really good fantasy setting, is made far too complicated.

Questworld is planned, allowing HeroQuest to be used in many settings, but I would guess that it will be as bloated as HeroQuest. So, 
I decided to write some guidelines on how to use HeroQuest in a Superhero setting.

Superhero gaming has to be simple, fast and easy to use. If you cut HeroQuest down to the bone, it satisfies all three criteria, in my 
opinion. So, here are some quick rules to help you enjoy a game of SuperHeroQuest:

 Keep it Simple
 Don't get bogged down in rules mechanics
 Don't ever use Extended Contests
 Cut down on Augments, if something takes more than a few seconds to work out, it's too complicated
 Keep it fun

Which Version of HeroQuest?

Those of you who have played HeroQuest will know that there are several versions of the game around. 

For those who are interested, I am using the basic rules from HeroQuest 1 and am ignoring the rules from HeroQuest 2. 

Why? For several reasons:
 I am more familiar with HeroQuest 1 than HeroQuest 2
 HeroQuest 2 is far more about relative skills, which really doesn't suit SuperHero gaming very well
 HeroQuest 2 adds a lot of extra rules on that don't really fit a SuperHero game



Creating a Superhero

SuperHeroQuest differs from HeroQuest in that there are no templates for characters, no homelands and no magic. Each Superhero 
has Abilities and Super Powers. Abilities are just standalone skills and Super Powers are collections of Powers.

Each Superhero has a certain number of HeroPoints to spend to create a character. The Narrator must decide on how many HeroPoints 
the starting Superhero has. Any HeroPoints left over after Superhero Generation is complete are lost and are not carried over into the 
game itself. The following Table gives some guidelines.

Level Hero Points
Weak Superhero 100
Normal Superhero 200
Powerful Superhero 400
Mighty Superhero 600

To gain an Ability or SuperPower, the player simply spend a number of points equal to the total rating in the Ability or SuperPower. 
Powers within a SuperPower, Gadget or Base cost 1 HeroPoint each, plus the Power rating.

Flaws, Gadgets and Bases
Many players of SuperHero games like to be able to optimise their SuperHero, and one of the fun ways to do this is by taking on 
powers and abilities that provide some kind of limitation, but which also give some of their points back to be used again This is very 
easy to do in SuperHeroQuest by using Flaws, Gadgets and Bases.

Flaws
Many Superheroes have flaws, which make their character more interesting. Flaws do not cost HeroPoints, as long as it is actually a 
flaw and not an Ability in disguise. At the Narrator's discretion, each point in a Flaw gives the Superhero a HeroPoint to spend in 
character generation. Once a Flaw has been declared, the player must keep the Flaw, even if the Narrator decides that it does not give 
any points.

Gadgets
Some Superheroes have Gadgets, physical objects that allow the Superhero to do things. These can be taken away, lost, broken or 
have problems, so they are not as expensive as normal Abilities and SuperPowers. The Superhero gets a third of the points spent on a 
Gadget back to spend on other Abilities. A Power or SuperPower may be contained in a Gadget, in which case losing the Gadget loses 
the Power or SuperPower. Gadgets have ratings and act like any other Ability or SuperPower.

Bases
Some Superheroes have specific Bases that they operate from. These Bases have Abilities, Powers and SuperPowers of their own, but, 
like Gadgets, they have a reduced cost. A Superhero gets half the points spent on a base back.

Status
A Superhero has a certain status. He can be a Superhero, Sidekick, Supervillain, Henchman or Normal. This Status is set at the 
average of his three best SuperPowers and Abilities.

 Superhero - A Superhero is one of the good guys, blessed with amazing abilities and talents. He upholds the law, rights 
wrongs and is admired and looked up to by millions.

 Sidekick - Normally a friend, relative, companion or servant of a Superhero, a Sidekick has abilities of his own but not 
normally as good as a Superhero, his job is to help the Superhero and even lay down his life for him, if needs be.

 SuperVillain - The evil form of a Superhero, a SuperVillain has the powers of a Superhero but uses those powers for his 
own gain and to harm others.

 Henchman - A loyal follower of a SuperVillain, a Henchman sometimes has super powers of his own, but they are not as 
good as a SuperVillain's, he will help and protect the SuperVillain, sometimes even laying down his life, but Henchmen are 
not always as loyal to SuperVillains as Sidekicks are to Superheroes.

 Normal - A normal, run-of-the-mill person, with no Superpowers, although he may have Abilities. The President of the 
United States is just a Normal, as is the Queen of England.



Example SuperHero Generation - Mr Quick

Mr Quick has 400 HeroPoints to spend. He takes the SuperPowers of Super Speed, Fly and Confusing, then adds powers to these 
SuperPowers, in order to make them a little more specific, but does not increase the ratings of these powers

Mr Quick takes abilities of Agility, Accountant, British, Boomerang and a Visor for his helmet. He wants to be British as he thinks it 
is important to his background, he thinks boomerangs are cool and uses one as a weapon, he wants to be agile to go with his Super 
Speed, he wants to use his Visor to see in the dark and he thinks having a secret identity as an accountant would be funny. 

He takes a Secret Identity flaw, but the Narrator rules that being an accountant is not really a problem for Mr Quick as he can use his 
Super Speed and Confusing to quick change and he hasn't any dependants so he gets no points back. Mr Quick also has the 
Everything Too Quick flaw, as a result of his raised metabolism and nature, which the Narrator sees as being a problem, so he gets the 
20 points nominally spent on the Flaw back to use on other abilities.

His Boomerang and Visor are Gadgets and he gets a third of their cost back, to balance the books.

Mr Quick's three best Abilities/SuperPowers are Boomerang 20M3, Accountant 16M3 and Super Speed 15M3, so his Status is (80 + 
76 + 75) / 3 = 77 or 17M3, so he has Superhero 17M3.

Name Type Rating HP Cost Points Regained
Agility Ability 16M2 56
Accountant Ability 16M3 76
British Ability 10M 30
Boomerang Ability/Gadget 20M3 80 27
Visor Ability/Gadget 10M2 50 17
Super Speed 15M3 75
Fly 15M2 55
Confusing 15M2 55
Run Fast Power 1
Faster Than A Bullet Power 1
Hover Power 1
Power Dive Power 1
Whirl Around Power 1
Blur Power 1
See in the Dark Power 1
Secret Identity Flaw 10M 0 0
Everything Too Quick Flaw 20M 0 40
Total 484 84
Starting Points 400
Regained 84
Total 484

SuperPower
SuperPower
SuperPower



Player Name: _______________________________________ Hero Points:
Character Name: Mr Quick
Description:

Health Healthy  Hurt  Impaired  Injured  Dying  Dead 
Abilities

Agility 16M2
Accountant 16M3
British 10M
Boomerang 20M3
Visor (See in the Dark) 10M2

Super Powers

Super Speed (Run Fast, Faster Than A Bullet) 15M3
Fly (Hover, Power Dive) 15M2
Confusing (Whirl Around, Blur) 15M2

Flaws

Secret Identity 10M
Everything Too Quick 20M

Notes



Example SuperHero Generation - Mr Death

Mr Death also has 400 HeroPoints to spend. However, he has many Flaws and Gadgets, which can be used to bump up his available 
points.  He takes the SuperPowers of Death Ray, Flying Throne, Forcefield and Volcano Base. He then buys Powers, some for his 
Gadgets and Base, some for other SuperPowers. 

Mr Death wants to be a handsome, insane billionaire genius with a volcano base, so a fairly typical Supervillain. He takes Billionaire, 
Genius, British, Evil, Ruthless and Handsome. But, he has a lot of flaws, he is Insane, has a Secret identity as a Billionaire, has a Base 
that is both Expensive to Maintain and Far Away, giving him 160 points back. The Narrator agrees with each of those, as they are 
good scenario hooks. His top 3 abilities are Volcano Base, Billionaire and ForceField, giving him a SuperVillian score of (90 + 80 + 
80) / 3 = 84, or 4M4

On the face of it, Mr Death is a lot more powerful than Mr Quick. However, he has a number of things that count against him. His 
Death Ray is a pistol, which means that it can be knocked away or broken. He has an expensive and faraway base, that will be both a 
drain on his resources and difficult to access. He has a Secret Identity and is Insane, both of which could be used against him in 
theory.

Name Type Rating HP Cost Points Regained
Billionaire Ability 20M3 80
Genius Ability 15M3 75
British Ability 10M2 50
Evil Ability 10M3 70
Ruthless Ability 20M2 60
Handsome Ability 18M2 58
Death Ray 10M3 70 24
Flying Throne 10M3 70 24

20M3 80
Volcano Base 10M4 90 45
Pistol Power 1
Drain Energy Power 1
Long Range Power 1 1
Fast Power 1
Heavy Power 1
Strong Power 1
Scary Power 1 1
Block Attack Power 1
Restrain Opponent Power 1
Keep Me Safe Power 1
Secret Power 1
Super Computer Power 1
Missiles Power 1 1
Secret Identity Flaw 10M2 0 50
Insane Flaw 10M3 0 70
Expensive Base Flaw 10M2 0 50
Faraway Base Flaw 10M2 0 50
Total 716 316
Starting Points 400
Regained 316
Total 716

SuperPower/Gadget
SuperPower/Gadget

Forcefield SuperPower
SuperPower/Base



Player Name: Hero Points:
Character Name: Mr Death_______________________________________
Description:

Health Healthy  Hurt  Impaired  Injured  Dying  Dead 
Abilities

Billionaire 20M3
Genius 15M3
British 10M2
Evil 10M3
Ruthless  20M2
Handsome 18M2

Super Powers

Death Ray (Pistol, Drain Energy, Long Range) 10M3
Flying Throne (Fast, Heavy, Strong, Scary) 10M3
Forcefield (Block Attack, Restrain Opponent, Keep Me Safe) 20M3
Volcano Base (Secret, Super Computer, Missiles) 10M4

Flaws

Secret Identity 10M2
Insane 10M3
Expensive Base 10M2
Faraway Base 10M2

Notes



Basic Rules
At its very core, HeroQuest is a very simple, elegant and scalable game. However, it has had so much bolted onto it that it sometimes 
becomes unwieldy and difficult to use. Because of this, SuperHeroQuest uses a simplified version of the HeroQuest rules. However, 
those people experienced in HeroQuest may prefer to use the full-blown rules – if so then feel free.

Skills and Resolution

Skill Scores

All HeroQuest abilities and skills have a score that is broken down into a rating and a number of masteries, which are denoted as 
rating M masteries. So, a skill of Strong 10M2 means Strong 10 with 2 Masteries. This was first used in the Mythic Russia game that 
simplified HeroQuest and moved it away from Glorantha.

Degree of Success

HeroQuest uses a D20 to resolve all conflicts. Each skill or ability has a rating and a number of masteries. You roll a D20 against your 
rating and this gives you your degree of success, described below.

D20 Roll Degree of Success
1 Critical
Up to rating Success
Over rating Failure
20 Fumble

Bumping

Each Mastery you have, or each HeroPoint you spend, allows you to bump your level of success up. So, if you have Strong 10M2 and 
you roll a 13, you have 2 masteries to bump, so you have a failure bumped to a success bumped to a critical.

Contests

There are several kinds of contests used in HeroQuest, but we are only really interested in two – Simple Rolls and Simple Contests. 
There is a third, Extended Contests, but they get bogged down in play and really do not work for SuperHeroes.

Simple Rolls

A Simple Roll is where the SuperHero must simply roll a skill and the result obtained determines the outcome. This is fairly quick and 
simple and is normally used where an opponent is not involved.

Simple Contests

A Simple Contest involves two participants making rolls and comparing the results. Each participant makes a Simple Roll, as above, 
and compares the results using the table below.

Your Roll

My  Roll

Level of 
Success

Critical Success Failure Fumble

Critical Tie, Lowest Roll 
Marginal Victory

I Win Minor 
Victory

I Win Major 
Victory

I Win Complete 
Victory

Success I Lose, Minor 
Defeat

Tie, Lowest Roll 
Marginal Victory

I Win Minor 
Victory

I Win Major 
Victory

Failure I Lose, Major 
Defeat

I Lose, Minor 
Defeat

Tie, Lowest Roll 
Marginal Victory

I Win Minor 
Victory

Fumble I Lose, Complete 
Defeat

I Lose, Major 
Defeat

I Lose, Minor 
Defeat

Tie, Lowest Roll 
Marginal Victory



Cancelling Masteries

To save on calculations, if both participants in a Simple Contest have Masteries, they cancel off until one has more Masteries than the 
other. So, in a contest between skills of 10M3 and 5M2 is the same as a contest between 10M and 5.

Bumping

A Superhero may use Masteries or a Hero Point to bump his Level of Success in a Simple Contest in the same way as a Simple Roll, 
but if a result is bumped to a critical, then any leftover Masteries can be used to bump the opponent's result down. Narrators may 
allow a player to use  HeroPoint to bump his/her own roll up and another to bump the opponent's result down, at the Narrator's 
discretion.

Augmenting
Sometimes, a Superhero will have abilities that can be used together, in HeroQuest terms, one or more abilities may be used to 
augment another. The HeroQuest rules have two ways of augmenting skills, but I only like Automatic Augments, as they are quick 
and easy. 

A Superhero can add +1 for every 10 points in a skill, with Masteries counting as 20 points. So, Mr Quick has Super Speed 15M3, 
Agility 16M2 and Fly 15M2 and tries to dodge Mr Death's Death Ray 10M3; Mr Quick gets +5 from Agility and +5 from Fly, taking 
his Super Speed to 5M4. (Note that this is slightly different to the actual HeroQuest rules, which allow +1 for chunks of between 5-10, 
so 16M2 would give +6, not +5, but it makes the maths a little harder and I actually prefer having a +1 for every 10 points in the 
skill).

So, Mr Death uses his Death Ray against Mr Quick. As explained above, Mr Quick augments his Super Speed, giving his Super 
Speed 5M4 against Dr Death's Death Ray 10M3, but masteries cancel, giving 5M against 10. Mr Death's player rolls a 7, a success, 
and Mr Quick's player rolls a 6, a failure, but Mr Quick has a Mastery, which bumps him up to a Success and uses a Hero Point to 
bump his success to a critical, which means that Mr Quick has won a Minor Victory and dodges the Death Ray.

Results of Contests
HeroQuest is unusual in that results of contests are descriptive or narrative rather than having concrete effects. This means that the 
Narrator must decide and describe the effects of a contest. This may seem a bit wishy washy but it works really well for SuperHero 
games as the players are not constrained by rules descriptions. However, some guidelines on results of contests are given below.

Health Levels

The easiest way to decide effects is to move the loser's health Rating down a level for each level of Defeat inflicted. A SuperHero 
may spend a HeroPoint in order to cancel out a level of health damage. 

So, Mr Death uses his Death Ray on Rock Man and achieves a Major Victory, so Rock Man loses 3 levels of Health, but Rock Man 
spends a HeroPoint to reduce his 3 levels of Health damage to 2.

In Superhero games, Superheroes rarely die, so the worst Level of Health is Dying. Someone who is Dying and is injured again is still 
Dying, but is just harder to heal. Sidekicks, Henchmen and normal people can be killed without a problem, however, so Dead is a 
perfectly good result for them.

The Levels of Health are:

Level of 
Health

Description Effect on Play Rating

Healthy No damage done None N/A
Hurt Flesh wound or graze None, just shrug it off 10
Impaired More serious injury, such as a sprained 

ankle
-5 to affected Abilities or 
SuperPowers

10M

Injured Much more serious injury, such as a broken 
arm or sever burn

-20 to affected Abilities or 
SuperPowers

10M2

Dying Multiple injuries, or massive trauma, soon 
to be fatal

Cannot normally act, 
unless a HeroPoint is spent

10M3

Dead Fatal trauma, the character is dead and 
takes no further part in the game

Cannot normally continue 
in the game



Health can be restored in several ways:
 Any trauma, apart from Death, is automatically restored up a level at the start of a Scenario. 
 A SuperHero can spend a HeroPoint to restore a level of health at the start of a Scenario
 A Doctor or other healer can attempt to cure the trauma by succeeding in a Simple Contest between a relevant skill vs  the 

Health Level's Rating, healing one level of Health per success level achieved

So, Rock Man was blasted by Mr Death's Death Ray and took 2 Levels of Health Damage. As he was already Impaired, his Health is 
now at Dying and his friends carry him away to recover. At the beginning of the next scenario, he is automatically restored to Injured 
and a sculptor attempts to repair him matching his Sculpt Rock 10M2 ability against the Injured's 10M2 score, masteries cancel 
leaving 10 vs 10 and the sculptor rolls a 1 against the Narrator's 13, a critical vs a failure, or a Major Victory, restoring 3 Health 
Levels and restoring Rock Man's Health to Healthy. 

Levels of Success

As previously mentioned, HeroQuest narrates the effects of success and failure. This can sometimes be difficult for players and 
Narrators alike, especially when first playing HeroQuest. So, here are some examples of contest results and effects.

Mr Strong tries to pull Mr Heavy away from a collapsing roof, but simply gets a Tie, so he cannot move Mr Heavy at all.

Mr Quick uses his Super Speed to move behind Mr Death before he sees him and achieves a Marginal Victory, so he manages to do 
so, but he pants so hard that Mr Death hears him as he stands behind him. 

Mr Angry is Injured and uses his Building Rage to ignore the effects of a gunshot and gets a Minor Victory, which means that he can 
temporarily act as if he had 2 Levels of Health better than he actually does, bringing him to an effective “Hurt” Health Level, allowing 
him to act normally as long as his Building Rage is in operation.

Mr Nerd uses his Computer Skills to hack into Mr Death's SuperComputer in his Volcano Base and gets a Major Victory, enabling 
him to turn off all the weapons systems and open the doors and let his team in.

Miss Chevious uses her  Fantastic Body to seduce Mr Quick, achieving a Complete Victory and distracts him from his task. 
Fortunately for Mr Quick, he has a Flaw “Everything too Quick” and it is all over in an instant, allowing him to get back to what he 
should have been doing in the first place.

Improving Characters

One of the major problems with any SuperHero game is the problem of character advancement. Normally, a game has advancement in 
certain ways, either by skill, be level, by ability or whatever. However, in SuperHero comics and films, the power levels of the 
characters normally remain about the same. Superman doesn't get stronger or faster, Spiderman doesn't become more agile and The 
Incredible Hulk doesn't become tougher or stronger. So, how should you show character progression?

HeroQuest allows a player to spend Hero Points to increase skills and Affinities. Since SuperHeroQuest doesn't really have Affinities, 
use the following table as a guide to increasing abilities and SuperPowers.

Character Improvement Hero Point Cost

+1 to an Ability 1

+1 to a Super Power 2

+1 to a Power 1

New Power 1

New SuperPower 2

If a SuperHero has managed to do something with a SuperPower that has not previously been done, then spending a HeroPoint allows 
the SuperHero to add the Power to the SuperPower.

So, Mr Quick decides to add Power Ram to his Fly SuperPower, following his successes with Gargantuan and Torpedo Man, so he 
spends a Hero Point and adds the power to his sheet.

At the end of a scenario, the Narrator can grant a number of Hero Points to the Super Heroes as a reward for successfully completing 
the scenario. The amount given depends on how well the scenario was completed and what the Super Heroes did in the scenario, but a 
figure between 1 and 4 seems reasonable.



Using SuperPowers and Abilities

A SuperPower covers a broad range of things and is used in a similar way to an Affinity in HeroQuest. 

Some SuperPowers can be very broad, for example Energy Manipulation, others can be very specific, for example Cat-Like. Narrators 
may decide to give a particular SuperPower a penalty if it is being used  as a general catch-all or is being used in a very n on-specific 
way. Such a penalty may be a -10, or higher, at the Narrator's discretion.
However, Powers within a SupoerPower allow that SuperPower to be used in a very specific way and such use should not incur a 
penalty.

So, for example, Mr Quick has Fly (Hover, Power Dive) 15M2, which means that he can use his Fly skill with no penalty when 
hovering or diving, as well as when flying normally. If Mr Quick wanted to whirl around to create a whirlwind, then he could use his 
Fly but at a penalty, but he could also argue that his Whirl Around ability under his Confusing SuperPower should counteract that 
particular penalty. With SuperHeroQuest, effects can be narrated by the players and powers can be used together in imaginative ways.

SuperHeroQuest makes no distinction between an Ability and a SuperPower, except when talking about degrees of effect. So, Mr 
Numbers has a SuperPower of Financial Genius (Manipulate Stock Exchange, Cook the Books) and tries to hide the fact that he has 
creamed off money from a multinational to build a secret base, but Mr Quick uses his Accountancy ability to try and see if there is 
anything wrong with the books. The contest is between Accountancy and Financial Genius (Cook the Books). However, although Mr 
Quick may be able to check the books of this company, Mr Numbers can use his ability to cook the books of a number of companies, 
as he has this as a SuperPower.

In all cases where there is ambiguity over what effects a power or ability has then the Narrator decides what happens.

Sample Resistances

Many games can get bogged down when trying to work out what resistance needs to be used and what the score need to be to 
overcome a specific obstacle. This is one of the problems with a narrative game such as HeroQuest as opposed to a game such as 
Champions or BRP/SuperWorld. 

To make things slightly easier, I have put together a few tables showing how easy it is to do something. To use these, simply decide 
what action is being used against which object and read the sample resistance that needs to be overcome in a Simple Contest. So, to 
hurl a car you need to overcome a resistance of 20M.

The categories are deliberately vague. The Narrator doesn't need to know whet sized car is being lifted or what kind of passenger jet is 
being overtaken, just the rough category.

Please use these, change them or discard them as you wish.



Size Table

Sometimes you have to know just how difficult it is to lift, move, carry, throw or hurl an object. How many times have you tried to lift 
up a train but didn't know its size? The following table gives very rough values for the resistances of performing certain actions 
against certain objects.

The actions covered are:
• Lift – Picking the object up off the ground, normally used to rescue trapped people
• Move – Physically pushing or puling an object, often used to remove an obstacle or put an obstacle in place
• Carry – Physically picking up and moving an object
• Throw – Physically throwing an object, normally to get it out of here or to move it across a gap
• Hurl – Throwing an object at another, normally to cause damage to the target

Mr Strong wants to hurl a car at a flying monster, so the Narrator checks the above table and sees that hurling a car requires a Simple 
Context between Mr Strong's Strong and the car's resistance of 20M. The degree of success will allow the Narrator to describe the 
results.

Object Lift Move Carry Throw Hurl

Hand-held Object 2 2 2 2 5

Child 2 2 2 5 10

Person 5 5 5 10 15

Motorcycle 10 10 10 15 20

Car 20 15 5M 10M 20M

Van/Light Aircraft 5M 20 10M 15M 5M2

Lorry 20M 5M 15M 20M 10M2

Tank 20M2 5M2 5M3 20M2 10M3

Train/Heavy Aircraft 20M3 5M3 15M3 20M3 10M4

Small Building 10M2 15M 5M3 20M2 10M3

Large Building 10M3 15M2 5M4 20M3 10M4

Block of Flats 10M4 15M3 5M4 20M3 10M4

Skyscraper 10M5 15M4 5M5 20M4 10M5

One problem with all SuperHero games is deciding damage done. If you stick to a strict Mass=Damage regime then you quickly 
realise that anything remotely large will probably do much more damage than is survivable by a SuperHero. So, how do you handle 
dropping a train on someone's head?

In order to use this, refer to the object and the lift action, then apply that Damage against the SuperHero's chosen ability in a Simple 
Contest. This reduces the need for a separate table to decide damage done by an object.



Speed Table

This table shows rough resistances required to match the speed of, or possibly overtake, an object. Do you need to know the exact 
speed of the object? Of course not. All you need is top know roughly what you want to catch. Depending on the scenario, the Narrator 
might decide that a Marginal Victory might allow the pursuer to simply touch the target, but a Complete Victory might allow the 
pursuer to overtake and act against the target.

Mr Quick tries to catch a passenger jet that has just taken off from an airport. The Narrator checks on the table and sees that a 
Subsonic plane requires a Simple Contest against a resistance of 10M2. 

Object Speed

Man 10

Bicycle 20

Car 10M

Sports Car 15M

Racing Car 20M

Light Aircraft 15M

Subsonic Plane 10M2

Supersonic Plane 10M3

Hypersonic Plane 10M4

High-Hypersonic Plane 20M4

Re-Entry 20M5

In order to use this table to decide how much damage a speeding object will do, simply match the Speed rating against a defending 
ability or SuperPower in a Simple Contest. If the object hit is particularly soft, subtract 10 from the Speed, if particularly hard then 
add 10 to the Speed. When in a head-on collision, both objects take damage based on the highest speed, but augmented by the lowest 
Speed.

So, Mr Quick decides to ram Gargantuan and uses his PowerDive augmented by his Super Speed and attacks with a score of 15M2 + 
7 = 2M3. Both characters must survive an attack of 2M3, Gargantuan defends with Too Big to be Bothered 10M2 and Rocky Skin 
10M, resisting at 13M2, Mr Quick defends with his Super Speed, arguing that he is used to impact such as this, but the Narrator gives 
a -10 penalty as this isn't really how it is used. The Narrator checks the attack against Gargantuan, rolling a 17 against Mr Quick's 5, 
both being failures, but Mr Quick's Mastery bumps him up to a success, thus giving him a Minor Success, stunning Gargantuan and 
reducing his Health to Impaired. Now, he decides Mr Quick's status, matching 2M3 against 15M3 - 10 = 5M3, rolling a 20 against Mr 
Quick's 5, a Major Defeat, so Mr Quick takes no damage from the impact.

Later, Mr Quick meets Torpedo Man in a head-on collision. Mr Quick attacks at 2M3, Torpedo Man uses his Missile and Hard Head 
to give him an attack of 15M2, so the resulting collision is at a score of 2M3 + 5 = 7M3. Mr Quick rolls a 1, a critical, and the 
Narrator rolls a 10, a success, but the extra Mastery bumps the success to a Failure, so Mr Quick spends a Hero Point to bump this to a 
Fumble, meaning a Critical Success and Torpedo Man is knocked out of the sky. However, the Narrator then rolls a 1 against Mr 
Quick's 20, but Mr Quick's Mastery bumps this to a Failure, meaning the impact scores a Major Victory against Mr Quick, reducing 
his Health to Injured, so he falls safely to earth with a concussion and throbbing headache.



Falling Table

Falling Damage

Off a table 5

First Floor Window 10

From a Tree 20

Low-Rise Building 10M

High-Rise Building 20M

Skyscraper 20M2

Damage done by falling is quite common in SuperHero games, as characters often jump from high places, or drop heavy objects onto 
each other. The falling table shows the damage likely to be done based on the distance fallen. If an object is particularly massive, its 
size can be used to augment the Falling Damage to increase its damage score.



Sample Sheets

SuperHeroQuest is a game that can be played with a single sheet of paper, a pen or pencil and a D20. However, some people prefer to 
have character sheets that allow them to portray the SuperHero. 

Below are samples of a simple Character Sheet and a Character Generation Sheet.



Sample Character Sheet

Player Name: _______________________________________ Hero Points:
Character Name: _______________________________________
Description:

Health Healthy  Hurt  Impaired  Injured  Dying  Dead 
Abilities

Super Powers

Flaws

Notes



Character Generation Sheet

Player Name: __________________________________ Character Name: __________________________________

Name Type Rating HP Cost Points Regained

Total
Starting Points
Regained
Total
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